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great webmaster of
cyberspace, Barney Google’s
his name. Just like that and
you’ve got it, in a heartbeat.
You can make clocks out of
the disinformation you get.
Did you know what
google means: The number
10 raised to the power 100
(10100), written out as the
numeral 1 followed by 100
zeros. And, you thought it
was just a thingy in
cyberspace.
Okay, so how do you
WHERE HAVE I
know
the truth when you see
BEEN?? Turn around bright
it from cybernothingness?
eyes and you’re gone... yea
Trying to get a simple answer
verily and say amen. Turn
is a mistake... do you know
around and a year’s gone too,
how many people in the
and I wasn’t even havin’ fun.
world want to know the same
So what did you do with
thing... and they all talk
your last life... the time not
volumes on the www via
spent well.... didja write a
something they call on www.
book... read a bunch of
hihotheblogaspheretwitter or
books... make new friends,
something like that? That’s
bury old enemies?
what we used to call talking
Well me, I suddenly found
on the party line when there
myself consumed... that
was only one phone line in
means covered up by mounds
the town.
of relentless and sliding
I was born in Jonesboro,
nothingness. How did that
Arkansas. You could just
happen... I don’t know! It all
pick up the phone and
started with a new computer,
somebody would be on it and
I think? Anyway, it was so
ask ‘em anything you
long ago that it’s hazy. Then
wanted. The answer usually
ther’s the Wild World WEB.
was about as good as you get
Isn’t that what www means?
from the googlemasterness,
Obviously I been on a big
“Shut up and wait your turn,
trip into cybernothingness,
we were here first, buster.
not that I haven’t learned a
”Still you should try it; but
lot, but what good is a sea of
don’t be surprised if you
stuff when you got no place
disappear for a year or so.
to put it!
Was it worth it? I don’t
Seriously folks if you
think
so. Hey, I’m so simple
want to know something,
that I’m still looking for
anything at all just ask the

Mayberry, USA on Google
world.
Again I say seriously
folks... you ever thought
about where you’d be if you
weren’t where you are? I did
and decided I’m there
already... I work at home,
some folks think I don’t
work, me included
sometimes, but I do.
That saying, “Bloom
where you are planted”
means something or we
wouldn’t see it all over the
place and as our old departed
friend Roger what’s-his-face
Miller said, “You cun be
happy if you’ve a mind to...
even in a buffalo herd.” Just
watch out for the flying pigs!
Here’s some OFFICIAL
UNITED STATES
MEDICAL INFO I got off
the web: Some folks don’t
believe it though, they didn’t
even believe the “Exploding
Heads” story... yet what do
you believe in?? I mean the
cybermaster wouldn’t lie
would he/her/it??? And too,
it was in the Daily News, or
was it the Washington Post?
Me, I don’t even believe
anything on the web and the
paper it was printed on.
Oakay, the medical news:
folks in Kentucky say they
have the cure for Arthritis!
Yep, it’s a salve they’ve been
using for years. A mixture
derived from hot peppers,
used on racehorses. It’s now
approved by Namcy Pelosi
for human use, or spreading
on your sandwich...
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whichever. It’s called
It’s no lie folks I read it on
any other in the US of A??
ARTH-Rx, but just watch out
the internet and you better
The www
which part of your anatomy
believe it!!!
googlecybermaster says it’s
you put it on, it might give
An’ by-the-way what
the elevator.
you the get up and go of a
mode of transportation
race horse.
carries more passengers than
So what’s next...?
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